INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL CONTAINER LESSORS
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
4 November 2009
IICL’s LONG BEACH, CA DRY VAN AND CHASSIS COURSES
Washington, D.C. – The Institute of International Container Lessors will hold its last inspection and
repair courses of 2009 in Long Beach, California in early December. The Dry Van course will be on 2
December and the Chassis course will take place on 3 December. Course registration rates are $400
for the dry van and $375 for the Chassis.
Anyone interested in registering may do so online by visiting IICL's website. The Dry Van registration
form, course details and schedule are located on http://www.iicl.org/dryvancourses.htm while the same
for the Chassis can be found on http://www.iicl.org/ChassisCourses.htm
Each of these courses will detail inspection and repair procedures and offer a review of IICL manuals.
In addition each class will address recent industry related issues such as CSC/ACEP for containers.
Students will visit a local depot to view equipment in the field after the classroom instruction.
This will also be the last class the IICL will offer prior to the FMCSA regulations (Roadability)
governing chassis systematic inspection, repair and maintenance requirements which take effect
December 17, 2009.
The Institute of International Container Lessors, Ltd. (IICL) is a trade association, organized in 1971,
representing lessors of maritime containers and intermodal chassis. Its member companies are CAI,
Cronos, Flexi-Van, Florens, GE SeaCO, Gold, Seacastle Container Leasing, Textainer, TAL
International and Triton. IICL members own or manage approximately 90 percent of the global leased
container fleet, representing nearly half of the world container fleet and half of the U.S. chassis fleet
operated by ocean carriers, railroads, and other companies. The IICL is active in governmental,
regulatory, educational, technological, environmental and security issues. Besides its widely accepted
publications and annual inspector certification examinations, the IICL offers a wide range of
educational training courses.
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For more information, contact IICL at telephone 202 223-9800.
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